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editorial Oppressed by State 
Writer U.S. imperialism. 
Well, once again the entrance exams of the Vancouver 
City Police Force have proved their worth in separating 
the good from the bad. Picture this if you can. 
While peacefully driving down the road the other 
night, this reporter was pulled over by two police cars 
with a rookie in each one. One was an obviously liberated 
young woman and the other was a genuine hayseed from 
somewhere like Medicine Hat. 
Now I don't know about this for sure but I have a 
sneaking suspicion that this was their first contact with 
the public. I mean the woman immediately tried to 
establish a rapport with me by asking in a Humphrey 
Bogart tone of voice where I had been that night. I think 
it really bugged her when I declined to answer her 
question because a couple of minutes later, after going 
through the routine check routine, she told me to empty 
my pockets on the hood of the car. 
Well this was starting to cast me in the light of the 
criminal so I decided to throw a little scare into her. As I 
was reaching into my shirt pocked I flinched quickly in 
her general direction. I thought the batteries were going 
to pop out of her flashlight she gripped it so hard. But 
that smoothed over and she didn't even check my stuff 
Editor attacked by tools of 
the military - industrial comple 
On Wednesday, Feb. 4, the editor of this newspaper 
became the second staff person on the Other press to be 
ttacked by tools of the military-industrial comples. 
On my way up to Abbotsford with an other person to 
pick up the newspaper from the presses, my old Austin 
broke down on the 401 just this side of Pine Grove. 
I hitched up to the gas station in Pine Grove to get 
some oil, came back, poured in the oil, and was off again. 
It was not long before I realized that something more 
than the lack of oil was causing the old beast to make 
such unearthly noises. 
When I arrived in Pine Grove, the gas station 
attendant informed me that I had a broken connecting 
rod, meaning that I could not drive my car any further, 
but, he said, I could leave it in the lot for a few days. 
Three days later, when I arrived home from 
Abbotsford after delivering the next issue of the press, I 
discovered that an officer of the law had been asking 
curious questions about my whereabouts and whether or 
JIM WALLACE 
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on the car although she did frisk me while nobody w 
looking. 
I guess she was still bugged because she next orcter•eOI 
us ·back in the car only to be refused, which made it time 
for another conference with the hayseed. He swaggered 
out and asked me ifl was getting a little mouthy. I denied 
this and explained in a slow clear voice that I was only 
standing up for my rights. I was shocked when he replied 
(in a voice also reminisent of Bogart) that I had No rights. 
I don't know if that was his own personal philosophy or 
he learned it at cop school but Iended the arguement 
with the statement: Sure I do. Time for 
conference. 
It was after this tete-a-tete that they delivered the 
nch line. It seemed that they had misplaced the 
ver' s operating permit so we had to spend the 
few minutes searching through both cars. I asked 
young lady if she had checked in all her pockets. 
Time for another conference. At the end of this 
poor hayseed apologized for losing the license but 
replied "Oh no, not at all, this has been 
entertaining.'' And drove off into the naked city. 
DA DUMB DUMB. 
not I had any colour television sets. 
He had even been snooping around my bedroom. 
Nazi creeping around my own bedroom!). 
Later that evening I phoned the number he had left 
me and was forthwith interrogated at length ... v., ......... ~ 
my every movement over the last couple of days, 
then Constable W .J. Houper warned that he would ' 
in touch". 
On Sunday morning, after a long night's sleep, 
same running dog lackey of U.S. imperialism came 
and woke me (in my own bedroom!), saying, "you' 
better drag yourself out of bed, son". 
He then proceeded to harangue me again about 
every movement over the past four days. 
And what about my old Austin America? you may ask 
It seems someone had pilfered one of my license 
and used the license number to register in three 
hotels, and had absconded with three colour 
sets. 
Though the second interrogation procedure took 
early in the morning, I gathered my wits about me 
gave an accurate account of all my movements within 
week. 
Once again, quick thinking and a keen sense 
memory saved a bulwark of the revolution from 
devoured by the beast capitalism! live the workers 
the 
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NUS vote nears I 
TERRY GLAVIN 
A call for membership in the 
150,000 strong National Union of_ 
Students will be made to the 
students of this college some 
time in the near future. 
The NUS referendvm will be 
coupled with the referendum 
calline for membership in the 
B..C. Student Federation. 
The two referenda will be 
preceded by open meetings on 
each campus at which repre-
sentatives from NUS and the 
BCSF will be present to explain 
the need for these organizations. 
The decision to put the NUS 
referendum to the students was 
made at the Feb. 8 Student 
Seciety meeting. 
NUS representative Joyce 
Andres addressed the meeting 
and made clear the necessity of a 
national student organization. 
The education funds for Can-
adian provinces are provided at 
an average olfifty percent by the 
federal government. 
With the recent "austerity 
measures" the federal govern-
ment has introduced, it is not 
unlikely that education funds to 
the provinces- will be severely 
reduced. 
The Fiscal Arrangements Act, 
which controls the sharing of 
costs between Ottawa and the 
provinces, will soon be coming 
under review, and unless stu-
dent interests are voiced on the 
federal level, Joyce concludes, 
"students are going to get the 
shaft". 
Membership in NUS would 
mean fifty cents per student, 
which would come from the 
existing student fees paid in 
January. 
Though the issues, says 
Joyce, that the BCSF and NUS 
are concerned with seem to be 
identical, "they're not, because 
we work on different lj!vels". 
The issues NUS is presently 
concerned with range from stu-
dent aid and housing to cutbacks 
and student unemployment. 
Joyce, who is a member of the 
union's national executive com-
mittee, asserted that "You've 
got to organize around these 
issues in order to get students 
involved. 
"They're not going to get 
excited about constitutions, pro-
cedure, or social events, but they 
will get excited over issues that 
hit them in the guts" . 
She cited the recent ICBC rate 
hikes as an example. 
The National Union of Stu-
dents was formed amid the ruins 
of the Canadian Union of Stu-
dents, which collapsed because 
it did not concentrate on defend-
ing student interests in financial 
negotiations, lobbying, or em-
ployment. 
NUS also provides fieldwork-
ers to help student unions 
organize themselves across the 
country. 
Summer Employment 
CASSIE 
Labour Minister Allan Will-
iams announced February 9 that 
phase one of a two pha~e 
program designed to prvvide 
summer employment for stu-
dents will be financed by the 
provincial government to the 
tune of $9 million. 
Approximately 7800 students 
should find jobs under the 
scheme, 1800 more then last 
year. 
"No make-work positions will 
be created as in previous years." 
said Williams. Instead the mon-
ey will be used to support 
student jobs with municipalities, 
farms, and small busine!i.SeS. 
The specific details of the 
program are as follows. 
The government will pay half 
of a students wages to a 
maximum of $300 a month to any 
farmer or small business that 
employs less than 20 ft.tl-time 
employees. 
Potter's Club 
The wages of senior high 
school students hired by muni-
cipalities "to perform essential 
jobs" and of post-secondary 
students hired to act as super-
visors will be subsidized to a 
maximum of $400 a month. 
The same $400 limit will be 
applied to Regional districts that 
provide "essential summer 
jobs" for students. 
Students employed by univer-
sities in "discipline-oriented 
employment" will be paid sal-
aries of $600-$700 a month by the 
governments. 
Funds will be made available 
for established societies that 
employ handicapped students at 
salary levels between $45f'-$ 75G 
depending on the students edu-
cational level. 
The federal and provincial 
governments will jointly provide 
funds to pay native students 
employed by native bands and 
societies up to $550 a month. 
Exhibition a success 
CATHERINE SMAILES 
The Douglas College Potters' 
Clb held an exhibition and 
demonstration of their work on 
Friday Feb. 6 and 7. 
The pottery was displayed in 
the lounge of the Fine Arts 
building at Surrey Campus. 
Student Jean Sarich explained 
that work was in three categor-
ies: functional pots, a history 
project, and toys. 
Looking around there was a 
great variety of pots of all shapes 
and sizes. To make a pot it must 
first be thrown then trimmed and 
left to dry for one week. Then it is 
fired at a low temperature. 
Glazing is done at a temperature 
of 1250 c. 
For her toy project second year 
student Mas Hari had created a 
delightful teapot train. The tea-
pot with four windows cut in on 
either side was pulling three 
teacups. The pot and the cups 
were all set on wheels. 
Bruce Salpter's history project 
was an early Japanese Hariwa or 
burrial pot. The figure, a rich 
brown glaze was in the shape of a 
Japanese lady. 
During the day the students 
also demonstrated hand build-
ing, wheel throwing and raku. 
I 
Student Society ponders NUS referendum. Photo- M.S. Cassje 
Athletics budget approved 
TERRY GLAVIN 
The Athletics department 
gained approval of its $2700 
budget at the Feb. 8 Student 
Society meeting, and the Society 
promised to consider a request 
for $1500 to organize a College-
sponsored community baseball 
team. 
According to the Society's 
constitution, ten percent of its 
budget must be allotted to 
athletics, and the $2700, which is 
well over the constitutional a-
mount, will be spent on im-
provements to the existing pr?-
gram. 
Athletics director Bill Long, 
who will be attending an inter-
national conference of Athletics 
directors later this year, is 
putting more emphasis on intra-
mural, co-ed sports for this 
semester's program. 
Much of the spring budget will 
be spent on new equipment for 
an equipment loan program, in 
which students could borrow 
equipment for their own use. 
The purpose of intramurals, 
which take place every Sunday at 
the Queen's park Arenex, is to 
get away from competitive, 
Jock-dominated sports, and in-
volve those who just want to play 
the game for the enjoyment. 
There will be an intramurals 
rap session sometine in the near 
future. Free refreshments will 
be served. 
The Student Society has allot-
ted an extra $900 to hire two 
part-time students to work in the 
equipment room and assist in the 
intramurals program. 
Bill Long, who was coaching 
the New Westminster Royals 
last summer, estimates jhat it 
would take about $1500 to 
franchise insure, equip, and 
uniform a Pacific Coast Junior 
League team. 
While Bill was coaching the 
Royals last year, certain redneck 
elements of the community took 
offense to the fact that he, a 
black man, was allowed to coach 
a New Westminster baseball 
team. 
As the team began rising in 
the standings, Bill received a 
number of "go back to Africa" 
type phone calls. 
After a number of threats on 
his life, his car was vandalized, 
and he was conveniently remov-
ed from his position as coach of 
the team. 
Long said he would have 
fought the "racist attitude" of 
the local community had not his 
wife convinced him to let the 
situation be. 
. I 
... 
A number of bomb threats 
were made to the college be-
cause of Bill's involvement in the 
Royals, whicJ:t is why he thought 
to approach the Student Society 
for support in his effort to 
promote the community baseball 
team, which is to be based in 
Richmond. 
Bill hopes that a community 
team, coached by a black man, 
might help break down the race 
barrier that divides the local 
sports community. 
Athletics Director Bill Long. Photo - M.S. Cassie 
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Monster Greets Trud-eau 
TERRY GLAVIN 
As Prime Minister Trudeau's 
motorcade was entering the 
TRIUMF nuclear research cen-
ter at the UBC campus on 
Monday, Feb. 9, he was greeted 
by a 275 ft. long "Trident 
Monster". 
The "monster" was carried by 
members of the Pacific Life 
Community, a trans-national 
pacifist group that has been at 
the vanguard of the resistance to 
the pentagon 's Trident nuclear 
submarine program. 
The monster consists of two 
columns of bearers , supportmg 
an awesome structure composed 
of bamboo poles, rope , and 
sheets of black plastic. 
The "monster" is half-scale 
model of the Trident submarine, 
ten of which will be stationed at 
Bangor, Washington, in 1977. 
The 408 black strips of plastic 
represent the number of nuclear 
warheads that each Trident 
submarine will carry. 
Each warhead is ten times as 
powerful as the blast that des-
troyed Hiroshima. 
The. TRIUMF project is a 
nuclear particle accelerator, one 
of only three in the world, and is 
expected to be the world's most 
advanced radiation treatment 
center for cancer. 
The Pacific Life Comrrunity 
was joined in their demonstra-
tion by the Canadian Coalition 
for Nuclear Responsibility, a 
national organization that calls 
fpr a complete moratonum on 
nuclear research until questions 
regarding proliferation and 
safety are answered: 
Demonstration co-ordinator 
Jim Douglass said "It was a very 
simple thing. I think it went off 
quite well". 
Cars, trucks, and bicycles on 
W esbrooke were greeted with 
"Hello. Stop the Trident". PLC 
member Stewart Eagar thought 
the demonstration brought a-
bout "a good healthy atmos-
phere" . 
Police assisted the demon-
strators by helping to direct 
traffic. 
Members of the Vaaconver 
and Victoria PLC were present at 
the demonstration. 
The Pacific Life Community, 
an organization dedicated to the 
principles of non-violence, will 
be conducting a training session 
at the Lutheran Campus Center 
at UBC Feb. 27-29, in prepara-
tion for a civil disobedience 
action at the Trident base this 
spring. 
Gu.at_e!'1ala fund 11 Apalling'' 
TERRY GLAVIN 
The 10,000 strong student 
body of Douglas College donated 
a total amount of $12 in small 
change to the Spanish students' 
campaign to raise money for the 
earthquake victims of Guate-
mala. 
By Thursday, Feb. 12, stu-
dents enrolled in the Spanish 
program had been operating a 
booth in the New Westminster 
cafeteria for five days, and the 
$12 amount, along with some old 
clothes, was all they had to show 
for it. 
The booth has been operated 
by Sharon Insley and Bill Hart, 
who were "Apalled" by the 
apathy of most students . "Most 
people pretend they don't even 
see us", Sharon remarked. 
"They just walk right past and 
out the door'' . 
The Student Society decided 
unanimously to reject a motion, 
put forward by Chairman Grant 
Dahling, to donate $200 to the 
relief fund . 
According to Vice-Chairman 
Eric Gilstrad, " it isn't the 
function oftbe Student Society to 
give money to charity. We are 
here to provide services to 
students". 
The Spanish students will be 
asking the Student Society for 
support in organizing a benefit 
dance, and have also considered 
visiting local pubs to raise 
money. 
/ 
On Thursday, guitarist Ron 
Phillips and singer Jane Rabas 
performed in the cafeteria for 
students , in an attempt to raise 
money for the drive. They were 
later joined by banjo player Yves 
Ogeirman. 
This Thursday, students from 
the Music department will be 
giving a noon hour concert at 
New West cafeteria in hopes of 
raising more money for the 
drive. 
The earthquake in Guatemala 
has been the largest quake 
concentrated on an area with a 
high population density in his-
tory. 
At least 20,000 have been 
killed and over one million are 
homeless. Many more are ex-
New Council Appointed 
CATHERINE SMAlLS 
Six new appointments to Dou-
glas College Council were an-
nounced in Victoria this week. 
They were: Harold Keenlyside: 
Surrey provincial court judge; 
Fred Gingell: Delta chartered 
accountant; John Sutherland: a 
retired school teacher, also of 
Delta: Dr Wendv Fidgeon: a 
physician of Surrey; Stewart 
Graham: a retired New West-
minster School superintendent; 
and Mrs. Evelyn Benson: a New 
Westminster music teacher. 
Representatives from the 
eight school districts remain 
unchanged with the exception of 
;:)urrey, whose new appointment 
is Dr. John Forster, and Delta, 
which is now represented by 
Mrs . Edna Arpe. 
The first council meeting of 
1976 will be held on Thursday 
Feb. 19th. Council members ~ill 
choose a new chairman and 
vice-chairman at this meetinll. 
Everyone 1s we, come 
to write letters to the 
editor of this paper 
il y~ur letter~ to · ,. 
Douglas Col.lege 
Student Soci~ty. 
OR 
Trailer A3. 
urrey Campu 
PHOTOS PAGE 10 
Trident monster lurches down Wesbrooke. Photo- M.S: Cassie 
pected to be uncovered from the 
rubble of fallen buildings. Every 
village and town has been 
affected. 
Most deaths are now being 
attributed to dysentry, disease, 
and dehydration. 
Bill Hart, who is helping to 
operate the booth, is amazed by 
the apathy of students. "I can't 
believe it" , he said. "I mean, 
what 's a quarter? And I'm sure 
everyone has some old clothes 
lying around". 
Those who can't make it to the 
N. W. cafeteria this week betwe-
en 12 and 2 can drop off old 
clothes or money at Admissions 
or at N305. 
Two years ago the Spanish 
students collected $350 and well 
over a truckload of clothes for the 
victims of the hurricane that 
devastated Honduras. Unless 
the attitude of students change 
in the very near future , this 
year's results may be consider-
ably worse. 
Guatern ala 
· 11000dead 
1 :-ntl1lon 
I 
Bill Hart and Sharon Insley in Guatemala booth.Photo Steve Sapers 
CALIFORNIA fZNS-CUPJ 
Caution: A team of University 
of California researchers says 
that marijuana smoking may be 
hazardous .to your teeth. 
Doctors Steven Silverstein and 
David Noel say they cum{:ared 
the dental problems of two 
groups of vegetarians living in 
communes - one group whose 
members regularly smoked pot , 
and the second , a seventh day 
adventist group which never 
touches the evil weed. 
According to the dentists , the 
pot smoking group had signifi-
cantly higher numbers of cavet-
ies and gum problems. The 
doctors admit that most of the 
pot-smokers were also cigarette 
smokers - adding that the heat 
from smoking either tobacco 
cigarettes or joints seems to 
cause "dry mouth" - a condi-
tion leading to tooth decay. Noel 
began the study after he treated 
pot-smoking flower children pf 
the '60s and found most o:· th~m 
had absolutely terrible teeth. 
My class is going to recycle me as its class Pf6iect. 
"' · 0 ••• 
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UBC students p-rotest ICBC 
Four hundred and fifty stu-
dents rallied at the University of 
British Columbia February 3 to 
oppose huge car insurance pre-
mium increases imposed by the 
provincial Social Credit govern-
ment. 
Premium increases as high as 
300 percent face BC drivers 
under 25 years of age as a result 
of the Socred's new rates hike . 
The government says the in-
crease is to wipe out a deficit 
accumulated since the Insurance 
Corporation of British Columbia 
(ICBC) was established three 
years ago. 
Speaking at the rally Dennis 
Cocke, NDP MLA and former 
director of the ICBC challenged 
new ICBC President (and Edu 
cation Minister) Pat McGeer to 
justify the new insurance rate 
increases. 
''I want to hear McGeer justify 
those rates. They are not justifi-
ed socially, economically or 
morally, especially for stu-
StatUS of Women Closed 
VANCOUVER [WCWN-CUP] . 
Wh.l th u "t d N t' h improve the status ot women m t e e m e a wns as . . 
d I d t PI f B.C. IWY was only a begmmng. ec are a en year an o . k f I'" t' " A f t · th t t f This ts the wor o a 11e tme, 
c ton o tmprove e s a us o she said. 
women internationally, the Bri-
tish Columbia Status of Women Provincial Secretary Grace 
McCarthy, under whose juris-
diction Errington's office was 
closed, says women's groups can 
still apply to the ·provincial 
government for grants, but she 
has not specified which depart-
ments, how much money will be 
allotted, or what the eligibility 
requirements and deadlines are. 
Co-ordinator's office has been 
closed by the Social Credit 
government because ''IWY is 
over''. 
"After all the initial ground-
work, we were just beginning to 
make some headway," says 
Gene Errington, head of the 
office under the Provincial Sec-
McCarthy says it is now up to retary, ''It is tragic for this office 
to be closed down now." community women's groups to 
continue their efforts alone to 
improve the status of women 
now that IWY is over. 
''The previous government 
made a commitment to a per-
manent women's office to con-
tinue programs necessary to Without staff money , Erring-
ton asks "how are women 
stick it in 
your face, 
Grace 
Greenpeace not alone 
MAUREEN CASSIE 
Members of the Greenpeace 
Foundation won't be the only 
people travelling to Newfound-
land to interfere with the annual 
Harp seal hunt. 
To prove that seal hunting 
isn't a macho act, five stewar-
desses will also be present 
during the hunt. The stewardes-
ses., sponsored by the Internat-
ional Fund for Animal Protect-
ion, plan to dissuade the hunters 
from killing the seals by standing 
between the seals and the 
hunters. 
The Greenpeacers plan a 
different approach. An unwash-
able green dye w.ill be sprayed on 
the baby seals white fur which 
will render the pelts useless on 
the commercial market. 
"The dye is completely harm-
less to the seals, but it can not be 
scrubbed off and will only 
disapear when the white fur 
moults and is replacetl by the 
markings of the mature seal." 
said Greenpeace spokes~an Dr. 
Patrick Moore. 
A twelve man team will leave 
Vancouver March 1. The men 
will live in an ''Artie survival 
dome", a foam insulated sphere 
pffiber-glass and urethane while 
on the ice. 
Working in teams of six the 
men will alternate on the ice 
patrolling a 15 mile area with 
their spray guns. 
"We hope by spraying the 
pups the sealers will leave them 
alone." said More. 
Fisn 
Fisheries Minister Romeo Le-
Blanc has warned the Green-
peacers that they are liable to 
penalties under the Seals Pro-
tection Act. The act makes it a 
crime for anyone to interfere 
with the annual seal hunt. 
"The act apparently doesn't 
protect the baby seals from the 
seal killers, only from the people 
who are trying to save them." 
said Dr. Moore. In any case 
because the hunt takes place 
outside the twelve mile fishing 
limit the Canadian government 
has no jurisdiction over the 
Green peacers. 
Newfoundland fisherman 
have also threatened the pro-
testers. The fisherman contend 
that they will shoot anyone who 
attempts to interfere with the 
hunt. 
The Greenpeace expedition 
will cost approximately $130,-
000. 
The greenpeace expedition 
will cost approximately $130,-
000. The Douglas College Stu-
dent Society has purchased 
several posters as well as a kit to 
help the Greenpeace foundation 
in its fund raising activities. 
dents," Cocke said, adding that 
"People under 25 understand 
more than anyone else the 
injustice of these increases." 
Cocke admitted ICBC accum-
ulated a $181 million deficit 
under the NDP, but questioned 
motives of the Socreds in blam-
ing the higher premiums on the 
former government. 
Coclre reviewed the NDP gov-
ernment's plan to recover 
ICBC's loss, consisting of a 19 
expected to do this?" 
The Status of Women Co-
ordinator's office was opened 
January 1975 with little fanfare 
and received little public atten-
tion until now. 
The office helped draft legis" 
lation for community of property 
martial law to ensure women 
equal rights in marriage and 
divorce. The proposal is not 
complete. 
Through the office, $100,000 
in grants was awarded to wo-
men's IWY projects, and addi-
tional funding was secured to 
keep a large number of women's 
centres alive. The officers pro-
posal for the long-term funding 
of women's centres was close to 
acceptance before the former 
NDP government was ousted in 
the recent election. 
percent increase in premium 
rates, a ten cent per gallon 
gasoline tax, and revenues from 
license plates. 
The gas tax, implimented by 
the former government, was 
designed to offset any increase 
in the ICBC rates, he said. 
Cocke cautioned the crowd to 
look out for increases to come in 
ferry rates, hydro and health 
care costs. 
"If this government has the 
same approach to health care as 
they do to ICBC, imagine the 
price they'd charge the old 
people", he said. 
Cocke urged the students to 
protest non-violently and send 
letters to their MLA's in Vic-
toria. 
Parking Problems 
Please save yourself the cost of a tow. Park 
between the white lines. 
~ 
At New Westminster campus please use only the 6th 
avenue entrance to the Canada Games Pool parking. The 
Cumberland entrance lot is reserved for patrons of the 
Recreation center pool and Curling club. 
The necessity of towing illegally parked cars is 
regretted, but there is no alternative if the college is to 
mee the requirements of the fll'e regulations. 
Ken McCoy 
New Westminster Campus Supervisor. 
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•rheSea' 
morbid but worthwhile 
Catherine Smailes -
I went to the Vancouver East 
Cultural Centre to the Westcoast 
Actors' production of Edward 
Bond's " The Sea". 
Oh. 
Bond is a British playwright 
~ho's controversial plays 
"Saved" (1965) and "Early 
Morning" (1968) brought police 
charges against the Royal Court 
Theatre where they were pro-
duced. 
Um. 
''The Sea' ' is a difficult play to 
get hold of. At first macabre 
black humour is suspected, then 
we are into comedy, followed by 
madness. 
Ah. 
r The settim~ is a sea side town. 
f..: violent storm is raging and a 
young man drowns when his 
boat turns over. The play centers 
around the reaction of the people 
in the town to his death. 
Uh huh. 
It has been said of Bond that 
he provides' a theatre of acting 
out rather than analysis, a 
celloquial theatre that is also 
visionary and poetic' . If this is 
true then i:he future is bleak. 
Oh. 
Jim McQueen plays a mad 
draper who suspects the men 
from Mars will soon control 
planet Earth. Micki Munsell is 
the grand dame. At times 
caustic, always unbending. The 
true ruler of the town. But Bond 
has his character peel away the 
mask, and reveals in the final 
scene her melancholy and lonely 
vision of life in old age. 
Ah. 
Peter Waterhouse is the slow 
witted Hallarcut, the only one 
who questions whether they or 
the draper are mad. Anthony 
Holland, the stoic seaman living 
as a hermit on the beach, 
watches, and finally holds out 
hope for the future. 
Umm. 
Comedy and poetry go hand in 
hand. At times it is morbid, with 
a touch of Oscar Wilde, but a 
play to go back to. 
Ah---Ah .. -Ah---. 
The first time I ever bought a jazz record solely on the 
recomendation of a critic's review, I was sixteen. The 
album was "Bitches Brew", by Miles Davis, with John 
McLaughlin, among others. I've always loved soulful, 
waiJmg trumpets, and, as the critic asserted that 
"Bitches Brew" "shook jazz to its roots", I bought it. 
And instantly regretted it. The album was my first, 
bewildering introduction to current jazz trends. I found 
the record inaccessible and a bitter disappointment. I 
expected an album that showed the "roots", full of 
bluesy trumpet solos. Nothing I'd ever heard in my life 
even came close to Brew's free form jazz. It bored me. 
After listening to it, I came up with several suggestions 
as to what Davis could have done with his trumpet. None 
of them were particularity melodious. · 
Aside from an occasional venture into Herbie 
Hancock, I haven't changed my opinion of Jazz. Please 
do not misunderstand, I am not presuming to cast 
judgement on our most progressive musical form. ~ 
merely wish you to percieve how uneasy I felt when, 
upon the recomendation of a critic whose weekly column 
is published in the Vancouver Sun, I purchased (for 
$5. 99) an album titled "the Trumpet Kings meet Joe 
Turner" (Pablo Records, 1975). I felt very uneasy 
because I had found the record in the jazz section of the 
store. 
All-candidate pub a flop 
KATIDE HEARLE 
The Surrey Campus all-can-
didate pub, held in the Cafeteria, 
Feb. 12, was a lot less successful 
than intended. One of the three 
candidates did not show and 
another has since withdrawn. 
Approximately 100 people at-
tended the meeting and beer and 
cider were available from 10 to 
12. The Majority of the people, 
appeared to be having a good 
time and a good portion were 
oblivious to the fact that spe-
eches were being made. 
Reading enthusiastically, on 
two separate occasions, from 
written speeches, Allan Johns-
ton stated that "The first thing 
that needs to be done, is the 
organization of a strong Council 
office. 
"I intend to open a full time 
Student Council office and be in 
the office on Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday." He said that 
other Council Members will be 
there other days. 
"I intend to see a representa-
tive in the Principal's Council, 
College Council, and Tri Campus 
Council," he said. 
The other candidate at the 
meeting, Russ Anderson, who 
has since withdrawn had intend-
ed to provide a greater number 
of social activities. 
He felt that Student Council, 
''is a system run by tight cliques, 
From left to right: Mlcld MaunseU, Jim McQueen, and Shirley Braderick. [photo: Glen E. Erikson] 
SCOTT SIMPSON 
The Music Dept. Is presenting a 
noon hour concert In the New 
West cafeteria this Thursday to 
raise some money toward the 
Guatemala Relief Fund. 
PLEASE HELP. 
My anxiety did not ~ubstae umu 1 heard the first note 
of the first song on the first side of' 'Trumpet Kings ... '' 
I breathed a sigh of relief (because I had been holding my 
breath since I saw my $5.99 disappear into the cash 
register) and settled back to enjoy one of the finest blues 
records that has ever graced my turntable with its 
presence. 
One of my roommates commented that it was good 
music to relax with. I suppose it is. If you have' 'Trumpet 
Kings . . . '' playing in the background it makes fine 
muzak. However, if you really listen to it, there's no 
bloody way you can relax. Through over familiarity, the 
-blues guitar has lost its excitement. A steady diet of 
Muddy Waters, Eric Clapton, and B.B. King et al, has 
made it all sound the same. "Trumpet Kings . . . " 
restores the excitement to the blues. I have never heard 
any group or solo act (except for Bobby Blue Bland, but 
that's another story) get so many fluid and innovative 
licks. Musically, ''the Trumpet Kings meet Joe Turner'' 
is the most exciting album that I, a poor, deprived rock 
and roller, have listened to in quite sometime. (Twenty 
years, to be exact.) 
'POst Graduate surplus·• 
warned 
OTTAWA [CUP] 
Manpower and Immigration 
Minister Robert Andras an-
nounced in late January that 
discussion will shortly be started 
with the provinces "on the ways 
and means of insuring that 
Canadian postgraduates receive 
fair consideration for university 
teaching positions." 
Andras said his concern is 
"jobs for Canadian residents" 
and that immigration policy can 
be used to achieve this objective. 
He noted in his statement that 
which .is totally wrong". 
The other candidate Steve 
Roberts, who failed to show, was 
unavailable for comment. 
the influx of university teachers 
from abroad occurred with the 
rapid exp~nsion of the univers-
ities a decade ago, when there 
were insufficient numbers of 
Canadian graduates available to 
fill teaching vacancies. 
But his concern now "is that 
Canada may now have a surplus 
of postgraduates." Andras 
pointed out that he could take 
unilateral action to control the 
admission of foreign academics, 
_ but rejected this approach ''be-
cause while we (the federal 
government) are responsible for 
the admission of persons into 
Canada, the provinces are re-
sponsible for education." 
Don Savage, executive secre-
tary of the Canadian Association 
of University Teachers (CAUT) 
said in an interview he finds 
Andras' statement "rather 
vague". CAUT, he said, plans to 
meet with Andras later this 
month ''to find out what he 
meant by the statement." 
Savage said CAUT would 
prefer to see universities set up 
their own review committees to 
consider appointments of for-
eign academics rather than gov-
ernment involvement. 
He said the CAUT policy is 
that a foreign academic should 
have "substantially better" 
qualifications to receive an ap-
pointment than Canadian appli- _ 
cants for the same position. 
news 
RUGBY TEAM DEFEATS 
WASIDNGTON 
The Douglas College Rugby 
coached by Gert Van 
won both of their Fraser 
League games on Jan . 
The first game was against the 
of Washington "A" 
which Douglas won 26-6. 
also defeated the U. of W. 
'B" team 22-0. 
. UNORGANIZED VOLLEYBALL 
~ --- --- --- --- --- --~teybafiTea~ 
have not been competing in any 
league due to lack of organizat-
ion, coaches, and facilities. They 
have however participated in 
tournaments in Kelowna and 
Kamloops. 
Jan. 30th and 31st, Cariboo 
Co\\ege hosted a tournament in 
Kamloops which Douglas at-
tended. Although the members 
were enthusiastic about the trip, 
both the mens' and womens' 
teams onl)l won two of the twelve 
games. They finished in fifth 
place with Okanagan College 
taking first spot. 
WRESTLING 
Douglas College has a wrestl-
ing team coached by Bill Long. 
They will be competing this year 
in the B.C. Seniors, tournaments 
at SFU, and the B.C. champion-
ships. 
Coached Long said that ''the 
aim is to compete in as many 
~mpetitions as possible." 
He said "he is not as interest-
ed in the win- lose aspect. It's 
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KATHY PARKER AND GWENN BOYLE 
Hat Trick for Rosie 
DOUGLAS BEGINS 
WINNING STREAK 
Douglas defeated Capilano 
College 85-78 in men's basket-
ball action on Feb. 7 at New West 
High School to win their first 
game this season in the Totem 
Conference. 
All out hustle and determinat-
ion by Douglas College's hockey 
team was·the key to their 6-6 tie 
with league-leading Trinity 
Western College at the Langley 
Arena Feb. 8. 
Ian "Rosie" Peters was really 
cracklin' as he fired in three 
goals and added an assist in the 
fast paced see-saw battle. The 
hard working right-winger and 
his linemates Blake Murray and 
Gary McKelvie cashed in for a 
total of thirteen points. Murray 
contributed with a goal and four 
assists and McKelvie had three 
assists. 
In the second period, Peters' 
first goal of the night, a tip in 
from the point, made the score 
3-2 still in favour of Trinity while 
his second goal tied the score at 
the participation that counts." 
A summer program is under-
way so that wrestling will be all 
year round. There will also be a 
tournament in California in Oct-
ober. It will be a Junior and 
Community College competition 
for all team members. 
All those people interested in 
wrestling or wanting to learn 
contact Bill Long. 
three as he took a perfect pass 
from Murray, broke in from the 
blue line, and lifted a high 
backhand shot past the Trinity 
netminder. 
In third period action, Peters 
banged the puck in from close 
range to complete the hat trick 
and tie the score once again at 
5-5. Peters would have had a four 
goal night but one was disallow-
ed because the referee lost sight 
of the puck and said he blew the 
whistle before it went in. 
The Douglas marksmen gett-
ing singles were Blake Murray, 
Barry Funk, and Ken Fauteux 
whose goal with six and a half 
minutes remaining salvaged the 
tie. 
The defense played well with 
good backchecking a key factor. 
Penalties didn't play a big part in 
the game until Douglas defense 
man Barry Funk was automat-
ically ejected from the game at 
7:40 in the second period for 
fighting after he and his oppon-
ent were already to receive high 
sticking majors. This left Doug-
las with only three defensemen 
and exactly enough players for 
two lines. 
The team started to run out of 
gas in the final munutes and 
goaltender Eugene Gervais, who 
played an absoultely outstand-
ing game, was left at the mercy 
of Trinity offenders on a string of 
Breakaways, But came up with 
big saves on all of them letting 
Douglas fans rest a little easier. 
Douglas has two regular sea-
son games left and needs just 
·one point in the standings to be 
assured of a playoff berth. 
Mike Dendys led the team 
with 27 points while rookie 
teammate Steve Whitton scored 
14 points to ensure a well 
deserved victory. The new found 
success ofthe team seemed to be 
inspired by their new coach, 
Alex Devlin, who was an out-
standing player for SFU and a 
former member of the Canadian 
Nationat Team. 
Injuries and lack of attendance 
at pratices and games have 
hampered the top potential of 
the team, but through endurance 
and effort they're beginning to 
show their true form. 
-~. 
with teammate Glenn Morgan, ~'· 
DENDYS AGAIN IDGH SCORER 
In mens' basketball play on 
Feb. 9, Douglas rose to victory 
against B&B Trucking of the 
Surrey Mens' League with a 
score of 93-78 to increase their 
winning streak to two. 
contributing 16 points success. ..........._ 
The fantastic ability of Mike 
Dendys, high- scorer of the 
league, again showed through as 
he led the team with 27 points 
however, would not have been 
possible without the combined 
efforts of the entire team. 
Their season record is 4 wins 
and 21losses, but hopefully they 
will maintain their winning 
streak and continue to demon-
strate their increasing potential. 
'i~l'tN,t@!Wf®'*~!m:ffl!WlWfflfrfl.fllHNZiW&lt&.fii' ·;a ~· . . . . .. . ~... .«~ «-.: : :::;:: · ' •X««<-:·. ~- :::;,;:::-,::.:~~;::::.: . 
-
', Th8 BCSF-NUS referenda 
~ \ will be ·preceded by I open meetings on each 
w ~i campus. 
M I . tt$ 
tw h f 
,i Watc or 
announcements. 
KNOW WHAT'S UP 
BEFORE YOU VOTE 
-
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Beauty and the Beast 
Jan ice Moyls 
Never buy a car with a demon stuck on the back. 
There, you've been warned. Unfortunately it's too late 
for me. 
Last May, believing the demon to signify a never 
dying will for spark and survival, I purchased my auto. 
Later, the truth revealed itself. The demon stands for 
its never ending attempts to drive me mad; to make me 
crave driving it over a high, jagged cliff hoping for the 
worst. 
It hasn't always been thus. While home in Victoria, 
the climate agreeable, and having no real need for a car, 
other than luxury, it started each day with a vicious roar. 
During the summer it ploughed over dirt roads on a 
sparsely inhabited island and toured around Vancouver 
Somehow, my demon (now appropriately baptized 
" Beasty" ), must have sensed how necessary a car was 
to me, having to hop from the New Westminster to 
Surrey campuses daily, often with fifteen munutes or 
less travelling time, and delighted in witnessing my 
trials and tribulations of chasing buses over the Patullo 
Bridge. 
Beasty was out of commission off and on regularly for 
the last two months of ~he fall semester and has decided 
to continue the ritual. 
Bright and early in January it blew two turn signals, a 
tire and did the old dead battery routine again. 
For seventeen days following, the demon must have 
hibernated because Beasty ran like a gem and I 
developed ways of getting it to start at the first sign of 
Island with barely a grunt. disobedience. 
Trouble began the week I moved to New Westminster. If i am not alone, it is quite embarassing because the 
Some unknown spirit sprung six leaks ' in a precise most effective method of starting a stubborn car is the 
circular arrangement on the bottom of the gas tank, use of some good, strong words that are not usually 
causing six gallons of gas to leak out. found in my vocabulary. 
The same mystical force caused a unique accident on Please do not be shocked at this. Believe me, I tried 
the ferry coming back from a weekend in Victoria. The other approaches: swe~t, loving female; the proud 
safety ramp was raised smack into the trunk and back owner; the persuasive parent. C' est inutile. 
fender . According to the First Mate it had never Though the patience and understanding of my 
happened before. That figures... garagemen, the demon has been repaired and returned 
A couple of months later a typical Vancouver frost fell, time and time again- each time hoping it to be the last. 
and with it the battery power departed. The real saga of I even gained a little knowledge about the operation of 
woe followed. a car. Although from zero there is nowhere to go but up. 
Scarcely had the battery been replaced when one A miracle provided this poor, broke student with the 
night, driving up Sixth Avenue hill , the fan belt broke, fund to pay Icky-Bicky this money so Beasty is legally 
the altenator died, and with them went several other bits allowed on the roads for another year of excitement. 
and pieces of the electrical system. · Is this the end? Unfortunately not. Three times this 
Fa 5 hi 0 n s h 0 w pI ann ed ___________ ;::~ :ne~-~ty died and had to be jumped. And tfie beat 
Terry Glavin 
The Fashion Design Club will 
be matched, dollarfor dollar, up 
to $1500 for a fashion show at the 
Hyatt Regency in the last week of 
April. 
The Student Society pledged 
their support at the Feb . 8 
meeting, and Society Vice-
Chairman Eric Gilstrad felt the 
fashion show will " promote the 
college as well as the fashions." 
Gilstrad asserted that the role 
role of the Student Society 
should include promoting the 
college in the community, but 
that the club should also ap-
proach College Council for sup-
port. 
you have a 
Last year ' s fashion show at-
tracted over 900 people, and a 
numberoffashion students were 
subsequently employed. 
The Fashion Design Club will 
be holding a dance to raise 
money at the Queen 's part 
Arenex on March 5. 
Student Council 
They ·are trying to represent 
you, the student. 
·Get involved. 
Support your Student Council. 
Help us-help you. 
•t"rlrrrrrrr•~•'''''rrrrrr•rr•~rrrr~l"rrlr rrrr 
Fashion design students argue their case. Photo - M.S. Cassie 
PAUL'S AQUARIUM 
TEL, 435-J 122 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
. 
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METIS VICTIMS OF 
CULTURAL GENOCIDE 
EDMONTON [CUP] 
''Essentially .and for all intents 
and purposes we are squatters 
on this land ... show me justice 
in this country and I'll kiss your 
ass in front of the Post Office." 
Speaking for the Metis As-
sociation of Alberta January 31, 
Harry Daniels used these words 
to outline the dilemma me tis face 
in Canada today. 
Metis are trying, he said, to 
maintain their culture in face of 
social ostracism and government 
ineptitude. Furthermore they 
are not recognized as having 
aboriginal rights, and are left 
"homeless in 04r own land." 
"We have a culture that is 
unique to this world," he said. 
"We cann~t maintain it under 
our present situation. It ' s a fight 
for survival. Either the Metis 
people are alcoholic, on welfare, 
in jail, or transients .. . this is 
what we've been relegated to 
since our heritage was destroy-
ed." 
The root of the problem as he 
sees it is that the Metis have not 
been provided land to live on, as 
treaty Indians have. "Once we 
have land, we have equity,'•he 
stated. "Given these things we 
could become economically in-
dependent and not have to 
depend on welfare." 
Daniels feels there is hope, if 
the government will be sympa-
thetic to the needs of the Metis , 
and if the Metis begin attacking -
the situation step by step. "You 
can't have poor people who are 
struggling for survival begin by 
Beaufort .Sea ruined anyway 
OTIAWA [CUP] 
It has taken an 18 month, $12 
million study to conclude that 
extensive drilling operations in 
the Beaufort Sea would have 
substantial enviromental and 
sociological impact, whether or 
not any major polluting incident 
occurs. 
A preliminary environmental 
assessment of the impact of 
proposed offshore drilling in the 
Western Canadian Arctic was 
released January 29 summariz-
ing the findings of a federal 
government and industry funded 
project. 
The report will be used by the 
Arctic Waters Oil and Gas 
Advisory Committee (A WOGAC 
in preparing recommendations 
to the federal government relat-
ing to the terms and conditions 
under which offshore drilling 
from ships may be permitted in 
the Beaufort Sea. 
Assuming a "worst-case" 
sub-sea oil blowout, the report 
arrives at the following major 
conclusions. 
-the blowout could run out of 
control for a year or longer until a 
relief well could bring it under 
control; 
- access to either site for 
relief well drilling in summer 
cannot be guaranteed; 
- although it is judged that 
none of the biological damage 
would be irreversible, recovery 
could be as long as ten years in 
some cases. 
The Beaufort Sea study was 
launched following a govern-
ment decision in 1973 to grant 
"approval in principle" for 
Dome Petroleum to conduct 
exploratory drilling in the Beau-
fort Sea. At that time the 
government stipulated that au-
thority to drill would be condit-
ional on constraints determined 
on the basis of a regional 
enviromental assessment. 
Current industry estimates 
are that three billion barrels of 
recoverable oil and 20 trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas exist 
beneath the Beaufort Sea. 
Film monopoly protested 
WINNIPEG [CUP] cited in the application as 
examples of abuse of market 
control. The applicants state that 
these practices have been em-
ployed in the Canadian feature 
film market from "at least the 
earl forties to the resent" and 
combatting corporations", he 
pointed out. 
Deaf ea)'s on bureaucratic 
heads are killing their hopes 
though, he said. "Last April I sat 
down with Trudeau and told him 
just what we needed. He said, 
"yes, you're right, I'll get back 
to you in thirty days.""Well, 
he 's a little late now." 
The scheme Daniels envisages 
would have the. Metis people in 
ownership of land in the 
mid-Canada corrider, where 
most of them now live. Given 
time, land and cooperation he 
feels they could begin to rise 
above their present situation. 
that they constitute an offense 
under the Combines Investigat-
ion Act. 
Gathercole announced that 10 
distributors and exhibition com-
panies were named in the 
application, including Famous 
Players, Odeon Theatres, United 
Artists, Parmount and Columbia 
Pictures, Warner Brothers, Un-
iversal, Twentieth Century Fox, 
Avco Embassy distributors, and 
Walt Disnev. 
An application for an inquiry 
into the market practices of the 
foreign-owned theatrical film 
distribution and exhibition sys-
tem in Canada was filed Febru-
ary 4 with the Combine Invest-
igations Branch of the Depart-
ment of Consumer and Corpor-
ate Affairs in Ottawa. classified ·ads 
The application was announc-
ed by Sandra Cathercole, chair-
person of the 8,000 member 
Council of Canadian Film-
makers, at the 4th Winnipeg 
Film Symposium being held 
here. 
Also signing the application 
for an injuiry into possible abuse 
of market control were author 
television personality Pierre 
Berton, Saturday Night editor 
Robert Fulford, film directors 
Michel Brault, Alan King, and 
Peter Pearson, producerBudge 
Crawley and actor/ writer Gor-
don Pinset. 
Practices. of tied selling, ex-
clusive agreements, and refusal 
to deal with independents were 
Best deal in town. 
Must sell sexy red 75 Monza 2&2 
Perfect condition 8500 miles 
Best offer over 4300 
Ask for Yosh 277-3949. 
Ladies Ski boots 
size 7'12 $25 
Call 596-8668. 
Good home needed for black 1h 
Morgan mare 
very gentle , spirited 
She needs lots of love and care 
will sell for $225 
Call Cindy 584-1018. 
Ride available from Mt. Lehman 
Rd. & Fraser Hwy . 
Monday to Friday 
112-853-8620. 
For sale: 
1971 Au~tin Good condition 
45,000 miles 
Contact Shieta Dennison, New 
West counselling 
521-485i Joe 260. 
An attempt is being made to 
found a Canadian West Coast 
Chapter of the Gl!v Academic 
Urnon. If you are interested. 
Please con tack M.E. Elliot Hurst 
Geography Dept., S.F.U. 
(291-4424) 
At home - (929-1288) 
Ladies Nordica Ski Boots; 
5 buckle flow lining size 4 
Only been used 4 times 
Call Laurel 433-1'632. 
Howard Sapers Photo 
GREENPEACE 
SAVE 
THE 
SEAI.S 
During the month of February 1976 Greenpeace will 
send a crew to. the ice floes off the coast of Labrador to 
shepard the baby Harp seals and protect them from 
the clubs of Norwegian and Canadian seal killers. 
Information can be obtained and donations can be 
sent to: 
GREENPEACE 
'SAVE THE SEALS' 
412 East Cordova Street 
Vancouver, RC. 
-• 
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Monster emerges on Wesbrooke 
- ~ 
- . -
- .. ---
-
I 
Douglass l:telps son 
Thomas carry monster 
If Trident programme 
continues will he reach 30? 
Enveloped by Triden' 
Monster two protesters sing 
"We all live in a Trident 
submarine". 
-
From Page 3 
Trident Monster Towers 
(lead car) 
-
Tri~ent monster & supporters 
·slowly disperse after 
Trudeau party leaves. 
-
Maureen Cassie photos 
I - -
- I .. L • ... .. . • - J • 'IIIII - It. 
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At Douglas College 
Wilderness Weekend - Session 
#2 Wed. Feb. 25; Sat, Sun March 
6&7. An opportunity to learn and 
practice basic survival skills 
(near Squamish) Food and tran-
sportation provided. $45 per 
outing. Each outing preceded by 
manditory Wed. planning sess-
ion. Further information may be 
obtained from Admissions 
588-6404 
Noon Hour Discussion the wo-
man within- each Tues. 12 
noon , Room S601 B. 
Art 
Quebec 75- Feb. 11-March 7. 
Vancouver Art Gallery. Asurvey 
of art in Quebec over the past 
five years and a look at current 
trends and tendencies. 
Phantom Art Show - Feb. 14; 
Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. Helen Pitt 
Gallery. Wooden sculptures. 
William Ronald Retrospective 
- to March 1. 10 am-5 pm 
Mon.-Sat; 1-5 pm Sun. Burnaby 
Art Gallery. Paintings. 
Faculty Exhlbltlon- UBC Fine 
Arts Gallery. Feb. 5-24. Art 
faculty desplay their works. 
'l'he Fraser River - graphic 
illustrations of historical and 
contemporary images. Cenetn-
nial Museum auditorium . to 
March 25." 
The Young Contemporary Show 
-to Feb. 29 Tues.-Fri. 11 am-5 
pm. Helen Pitt Gallery. Mixed 
Media paintings. 
The Art as Printmaker - to 
March 5. Simon Fraser Gallery. 
Albert Dumouchel one of the 
most important printmakers to 
emerge from post-war Quebec 
exhibits his work. 
William Ronald Retrospective -
Burnaby Art Gallery Opening on 
Feb. 4 will include a belly 
dancer, live jazz band and 
dancing 8:30pm. Free exhibition 
of these unique Canadian paint-
ings to March 1. 
Betty Crendi - Place des Arts, 
Coquitlam Feb 5-18-display of oil 
painting. 
Private Collection of Pottery and 
Ceramics - to Feb. 28 11 
am-5:30; Fri 7-9; Closed Sun and 
Mon. House of Ceramics. Spe-
cial showing of the work of Hiro 
Urakami. 
Music 
An Evening with Ann Mortiffee 
- Arts Club Theatre. To Feb. 
21, Mon-Fri, 8:30pm, Sat, 7&10 
pm 687-5315. 
Bruce Cockburn - Feb. 22 6:30 
pm Q.E. Playhouse. Low key 
hearth-style Canadian folksing-
er. 683-3255. 
Los Indios Tabajaras- Feb. 29 8 
pm. Q.E. Theatre. The magnifi-
cent sound of two finely tuned 
classical guitars. 683-3255. 
Paul Horn - March 12 8 pm, 
SFU Gymnasium. Flautist. 
Telethon Ball - Feb. 20 9-12 
pm. Queen's Park Arenex. Stu-
dents $5. Presented by Columbia 
Symphony Orchestra in aid of 
the Variety Club Telethon. Tick-
ets 683-3255. 
Herb ellis - Burnaby Arts 
Centre, James Cowan Theatre. 
Feb. 22, 8 pm 294-7450. Well 
Known Jazz guitarist from Cali-
formia. 
Hello Dolly - Feb. 16-21 8:30 
pm. UBC Old Auditorium. 
Theatre 
Of Mice and Men - Feb. 16-21 
and 23-28 8 pm. Vancouver 
Community College Studio 58. 
Anna Russel- Feb. 20 8:30pm 
Q.E. Theatre. Reservations 681-
3351 -
On the Job- opens Feb. 26 8:30 
pm. Arts Club Theatre. Sat 7&10 
pm. 683-3255. 
Summer and smoke- Feb 26-28 
and March 4-7 8:30 pm. Vaga-
bond Playhouse, Queen's Park, 
New West. A drama by Tennes-
see Williams. 
The General - Burnaby Arts 
Centre. James Cowan Theatre. 
Feb. 29, 8 pm 294-7450. Buster 
Keaton stars in an anti-war epic 
as a civil war engineer who 
unknowingly takes his train over 
enemy lines. 
Lucnia Czechoslovakian Flok 
Ballet-March 3 8:30 pm. Q.E. 
Theatre. 681-3351. 
Marcel Marceau - Feb 18 8:30 
pm. Q.E. Theatre 
Joseph - Feb. 22 10:00 am St. 
Matthias Anglican Church 39th 
& Tisdale, 10 blocks west of 
Cambie. Everyone welcome. 
Free. 
Godspell - Feb. 20-22., Feb. 
25-29. Ryerson United Church 8 
pm. Admission free, suggested 
donation $2. For further infor-
mation call 266-5377, 7-9 pm. 
Janis Ian & LoudonWalnwright 
m - Queen Elizabeth Theatre. 
Feb. 23 687-2801. 
Uther 
Transendental Meditation -
Feb. 17 8 pm New West Library 
Auditorium. Introductory lect-
ure on T.M. 
Spare time? Become a volunteer 
for Vancouver Resources Board. 
Call Volunteer Dept. 879-7131. 
Did you know? A valid Library 
card from any branch of the 
Greater Vancouver Library Fed-
eration entitles you toborrow 
books, etc., from all branches of 
all seven libraries. Join your 
local library today. 
Cerebal Palsy Assoc. of Canada 
is sponsoring three sessions led 
by people confined to wheel 
chairs to provide information on 
the abilities and limitations of 
handicapped people. Feb. 11, 
18, 25, 7-10 pm John Oliver Sec, 
School. Free. 
Boy Scout Week in Canada. Feb. 
15-21. 
CBC - TV's drama dept 
announced the second TV drama 
writing contest for students. The 
search Is for one-hour scripts for 
video tape produ tlon, not for 
ffim scripts. First prize Is $1,000, 
second prize Is $750, and third 
prize Is $500. Further info. may 
be obtained by writing to: 
College Writing Contest 
CBC-TV Drama Dept. 
Box 500, Stn "A" 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1~6 
Need help? Phone Chimo 273-
8701. Richmond crisis centre and 
drug house. 
Need a summer job? May 1-Aug 
31. Contact Student Placement 
521-48411oc 260. 
GUATEMALA 
Over 20.000 dead. 
thousands are 
critically iniored. 
Bring some money, some, 
old clothes. N.W. Campus. 
12-2 every day this week, 
or phone Sabine: -291-9171 
Get off your ass and do something for once 
the Other press Tuesday 17, 1976 
. 
Information 
Provided to assist the students of Douglas College 
courtesy of the Douglas College Student Society. 
Library Services: 
Inter-library ·Loans: 
The Student Society and College jointly fund this 
Service. All students may obtain periodical articles that 
are not available at Douglas· College but are obtainable 
at other Post Secondary Institutions. Articles are 
Photo-copied and sent to any of the three campuses on 
request. 
Can't find your book? 
Check the location file to see if the book is located on 
another campus. If it is, fill in a request form (available 
at the desk) and the book will be delivered to the campus 
of your choice. A request form may also be filled out to 
obtain a book that someone has already taken out once 
that book is due. When the requested book becomes 
available your name will be posted on the bulletin boards 
located in the library. If a book is not available , always 
inquire at the information desk, the librarians are there 
to help. 
Student Placement: 
Looking for a part-time job , a career, or summer work? 
Contact Sheila Dennison on New West Campus 
(521-4851) or check the student placement boards on 
your campus, or fill out a job application at the Student 
Council office in New West. From time to time the 
Student Society needs casual or permanent part-time 
help in the office or at Student Society activities. 
Accommodations: 
Douglas College provides no residence as such, but 
the Student Society will shortly be posting current 
housing lists on the bulletin boards in each Campus 
cafeteria. There will be cards available to either 
advertise or request accommedations. These lists will be 
updated weekly. 
Equipment Room: 
The Student_ Society is funding the employment of 
students to make the College's equipment available to 
all students for periods of one week. Each Campus will 
shortly be receiving its own supply of equipment for 
on-campus activities. 
For more information contact 521-4851 loc. 287 and 
ask for Judy , Tom, or Bill. 
Typewriters: 
The Student Society has purchased typewritters to be 
located soon on all three campuses. 
New West: in the Engineering- Science Building Study 
Lounge. 
Richmond: in the Cafeteria. 
Surrey: in the library (inquire at the desk). 
Study space: 
New West Campus: 
Student Lounge in the Cafeteria (no smoking) 
Engineering Science Study Lounge 
Lounge in the Library 
One of the stairwells in the '700' building 
Surrey 
Counselling lounge 
Open area at the rear of the '700' building 
Open lounge in '300-400' building 
Richmond: 
Library until the annex is completed 
lntramurals: 
This spring the Student Society will be funding 
intramurals on all campuses. For more information 
phone 521-4851 loc. 287. 
Clubs: 
. The Student Society sponsors a number of clubs. If 
you are interrested in either joining or forming a club, 
contact your campus council office or phone the Student 
Society Office. (522-6038) 
The following clubs are presently functioning. 
Ski Club - Eric 433-6270 
Raquet Club- Grant 521-6502 
Jock Club- (NW) 
Film Club 
Douglas College Association of Public Outrage and 
Moral Indignation 
. Spanish Club 
:::;: - -.-~--=...::;::. Musicians Club 
•· - - , > =o Fashion Club 
~~~~~~~~~~ Interior Design Club ~ _ ~;~ Construction Management Club 
-r--=~~----=· --- Pottery Club 
~~ ~ 
Student Society freaks out on fooseball Maureen Cassie Photo 
